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Chapter 1

Introduction

Information systems have been there before the beginning of the modern age com-
puters. The definition of information systems varies widely. According to J.
Valacich and C. Schneider [1] - ’Information systems are combinations of hard-
ware, software, and telecommunications networks that people build and use to col-
lect, create, and distribute useful data, typically in organizational settings’. All
these components of an information system work together to provide value to
an organization. All the components mentioned above use data as a core ele-
ment. These components collect, filter, process, create and distribute data for the
greater good. Data is the core of almost any organization. From big companies
like Google, Uber, and Netflix to small retail shops, they all use data in one form
or another to make business decisions. Information systems provide an essential
backbone for this data to turn into information.

The way of using and processing data has changed drastically over the last few
decades. Computers were premium resources during the early 1960s, and only
a handful of businesses, universities, and government agencies could afford them.
They used these computers(mainframe computers) to organize and store large vol-
umes of information that were tedious to manage by humans. These organizations
hired specialized facilities to work with and maintain these systems as computer
knowledge was limited to a very few groups of people. These machines were able
to serve dozens to thousands of users at a time using the time-shared allocation
of resources. With the introduction of microcomputers in the 1970s, computeri-
zation extended to lower levels of government, business, and even to individuals
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Introduction 2

who have not had access to computers before. This sparked the interest of the en-
trepreneurs and the companies to develop user-friendly systems, which are known
to us as ’Personal Computers’. During the 1980s, many new companies started
offering relatively inexpensive Personal Computers. This marked the beginning of
a new era where computers became an integral part of business and academia.

Although there was a boom in the use of computers, data were still centralized
to a single computer. It wasn’t until the mid-1980s that businesses realized the
need to connect their computers in order to collaborate and share information.
This led to the development of sophisticated networking hardware and protocols,
and the client-server networking architecture was introduced. This was the begin-
ning of the new information system where data could be stored and processed on
more powerful machine, known as a server, and could be accessed using personal
computers or clients. The boom in internet users around the mid-1990s made
these locally connected computers available across the globe. This led to another
problem: how to manage, process, and store these data?

The advancement in storage technology and processing power never hindered the
tremendous rate of generating data. Many software solutions have also been devel-
oped to help effectively store, process and analyze these data. Since its inception,
the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) has been the dominant
database technology. RDBMS store data in the form of tables and are still one
of the most used software components in information systems. However, during
the last decade, an increase in the amount of data being stored in the database,
along with other problems such as the need for real-time analysis of large volumes
of data, the need for high scalability, etc., led to the development of new database
technologies and architectures. Big Data Technologies was developed to tackle
the three main aspects of data that RDBMS couldn’t handle: greater variety,
increasing volumes, and more velocity. Big data technologies are designed to be
distributed so that data are not all stored in a central location and can be spread
across various geographical locations. Researchers can now have easy access to
various data and powerful machines that they can analyze efficiently. This also
helped the researchers develop new machine learning tools that use data-driven
algorithms.

Analyzing the data stored in RDBMS and Big Data technologies require manual
effort. The last few decades have seen remarkable growth in the field of data an-
alytics. Advancements in the field of artificial intelligence and machine learning
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have led to a new way of data representation: Knowledge Graph (KG). A knowl-
edge graph is a formalism that provides an intuitive and easy-to-understand way
for knowledge representation. A knowledge graph follows a triple representation
in the form of nodes and edges where nodes represent real-world entities and edges
represent a relation between two nodes. It allows to merge and connect heteroge-
neous data despite their differences. This graph database is designed for unstruc-
tured data that does not fit into the table model of a relational database. It uses
formal semantics to help AI systems understand language and process informa-
tion the way humans do. After Google introduced its knowledge graph in 2012 [2],
many other players continued the use of the Knowledge Graph. They proved how
this could be a game-changer for both corporates and researchers. A knowledge
graph can be used to refine the knowledge graph itself by finding the missing links.
It also significantly impacts the other artificial intelligence downstream tasks such
as question-answering, information extraction, and recommendation task. There
are many open-source knowledge graphs like DBpedia [3] and Wikidata [4] that
anyone can use to learn and better influence their decision-making ability.

Despite all the benefits of knowledge graphs, it does have its disadvantages. Knowl-
edge Graphs are incomplete by design. Amidst all the effort by the data producers,
there are always missing links between entities in a knowledge graph or are limited
to a part of a particular domain. The incomplete nature of a knowledge graph has
motivated researchers to develop various methodologies for graph completion and
link prediction. This thesis aims to analyze the incomplete nature of real-world
knowledge graphs. A considerable work is also done to investigate the performance
of Knowledge Graph completion methods on real-world data.

1.1 Research Questions

Over the year, the research community has developed numerous ways to solve the
issue of incompleteness in a knowledge graph. Entity resolution [5], Probabilistic
Soft Logic [6], and Knowledge Graph Embedding(KGE) models are some of the
most widely used Knowledge Graph completion methods. This thesis will focus
on the various KGE models and their working principles. KGE models are leading
methods in graph compilation. These models try to learn the latent representa-
tion in low dimension vector space such that similar entities are closer to each
other by probabilistically inferring the missing link. These KGE models require a
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benchmark dataset that can be used to train and evaluate the models. Although
these datasets aim to represent real-world data, it is impossible to capture all the
variations and patterns that the real-world data can have.

The research community has been using the common benchmarking datasets to
evaluate the models. Wikidata [4], DBpedia [3], YAGO [7], and Nations [8] are
some of the most widely used benchmarking dataset for KGE models. Even though
these datasets span different domains and are large, they do not have the complex-
ity of the real-world data. The research community is trying to prove their model
work best with these toy datasets. They are trying to build models that overcome
the limitations of the previous state-of-the-art models by learning the pattern of
these datasets. These have been huge successes in getting good evaluation results
from KGE models on these datasets. Recently, a new model based on Dirichlet
distribution [9] scored 96.7 hits@10 on WN18 and 90.6 hits@10 on FB15K, beating
the previous best models. Despite these good-looking numbers, there is no surety
that these models will have the same performance on the real-world data as they
performed on the toy datasets.

There is also a trend of using KGE models for link prediction tasks. There is not
much work done to evaluate the performance of these KGE models for other tasks
such as clustering and recommendation. Although recently, models like 5?E [10]
and Trans4E [11] analyzed the uses of KGE models for clustering tasks. The two
paradigms followed by the research community which is focus for this thesis, are
discussed here:

1. Researchers are using the same sets of toy datasets for evaluating the KGE
models.

2. Research community is focusing on the link predicion task.

This thesis aims to break the paradigm followed by the research community by
evaluating the most common KGE models on a real-world dataset and using KGE
models for clustering and recommendation tasks. Based on the discussions men-
tioned above, this thesis tries to answer the following three research questions:

Research Question 1: Can we use KGEs directly on any real-world Knowl-
edge graph?
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This question aims to understand the level of difficulty one has to face to use
a real-world knowledge graph with KGE models. A real-world knowledge graph
based on a Scholarly database is created to answer this question. A pipeline and
issues to develop and use a real-world knowledge graph will be analyzed in this
work.

Research Question 2: Can we still see the ceiling performances when KGE
models are applied to a real-world knowledge graph?

Some standard KGE models will be selected for this task. Pre-developed frame-
works, which contain the implementation of these models, will be used instead
of implementing the codes from scratch. Furthermore, this work will use some
standard metrics to evaluate the performance of the real-world knowledge graph.
Finally, the evaluation result will be compared with the best result available for
benchmark datasets to answer this research question.

Research Question 3: What about not following the paradigm of proving
KGE models on link prediction but other AI downstream tasks?

In order to investigate this research question, the embeddings from the trained
models will be used to explore the plausibility of using KGE models for various
clustering tasks. Further work will be done to examine the performance of recom-
mendation tasks using KGE models.

1.2 Thesis Structure

The outline of the thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 1 provides the introduction and motivation for this thesis. It also
presents the research questions, which form the foundation of the thesis.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the conceptual details required for readers to
comprehend the thesis. The details provided in this chapter explain the KGE
models and related concepts.
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Chapter 3 introduces the concept of a Scholarly knowledge graph and presents
the step-by-step process for creating a real-world knowledge graph. The end of
this chapter provides some statistics related to the newly created KG.

Chapter 4 provides the experimental setup and some technical details related
to using the high-performance computing clusters. This chapter also explains the
details of the KGE frameworks and libraries used in this thesis. It also describes
the pipeline for training and evaluating the models.

Chapter 5 presents and explains the evaluation results of the experiments. Apart
from evaluating clustering and recommendation tasks, a GUI-based tool is used
to compare the commonly available benchmarking KGs.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by answering the research question and providing
insights into possible future work.



Chapter 2

Conceptual Background

This chapter will introduce terms, methods, and datasets recurrently used through-
out the remainder of this thesis, which the average reader (computer scientist)
might not be familiar with.

Section 2.1 briefly introduces the Knowledge Representation and basic working
principle behind it. The Details about how machine learning algorithms can be
used in conjugation with KG are explained in the following Section 2.2. This
section provides a brief explanation of various aspects of Knowledge represent-
ing learning. Different kinds of KG, Knowledge Graph Embedding models, and
categories of the loss function are presented in this chapter.

2.1 Knowledge Representation

Although the idea behind the knowledge graph is dated back to 1973 in the litera-
ture [12], it became prevalent after the announcement of Google’s knowledge graph
in 2012 [2]. Since then, there has been hardly any domain that is not influenced
by this tech buzz. Many literatures tried to outline the formal definition of knowl-
edge graph [13], [14], [15]. Following years, there has been a surge in the research
and investments in this field by major tech giants like Airbnb [16], Amazon [17],
eBay [18], Facebook [19], IBM [20], LinkedIn [21], Microsoft [22] and Uber [23].
This growing demand by the tech companies inspired academia to publish more
and more scientific literatures.

7



Conceptual Background 8

A knowledge graph, also known as semantic network, is a knowledge base where
information is stored in the form of connections between real-world entities, i.e.,
objects, events, situations, or concepts. A knowledge graph is usually used to
store information related to a specific domain, but some bigger KGs can combine
information across multiple domains. Figure 2.1 presents an example of a simple
knowledge graph.

Figure 2.1: A simple knowledge graph.

Knowledge graph is a formalism that provides an intuitive and easy-to-understand
way for knowledge representation. It is a directed graph and follows a triple repre-
sentation in the form of nodes and edges where nodes represent real-world entities
and edges represent a relation between two nodes. Considering the knowledge
graph presented in Figure 2.1, the following triples can be formed: (emmanuel vin-
cent, published_at, ICASSP), (emmanuel vincent, co-author, antoine deleforge),
(antoine deleforge, published_at, ICASSP), and (emmanuel vincent, authored, Pa-
perID:3004940340).
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2.2 Representation Learning

A knowledge graph is a great way to store relations between different entities.
But it is not possible, even for a vast knowledge graph, to be complete in terms of
connecting all the entities with a suitable link. Machine learning can be used in
this scenario to refine a knowledge graph [24]. These machine learning techniques
uses numerical representation (i.e., vectors) for knowledge graphs. The main goal
of the knowledge graph embedding(KGE) models is to generate a dense represen-
tation of the graph in a low-dimensional vector space. RotatE [25], TransE [26],
ConvE [27] are few of the popular models that are used to generate knowledge
graph embeddings. KGE models used throughout this thesis are explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.3. These embedding models learn to capture semantic similarities of each
node and the underlying patterns. The trained KGE models are used in down-
stream tasks such as recommendation [28], information extraction [29], question
answering [30], query relaxation [31], query approximation [32], and so on. Fig-
ure 2.2 demonstrate the working of a simple KGE model. The core idea here is
to optimize the embedding vectors in real space such that head embedding plus
relation embedding is closer to the tail embedding. Intuitively, this means that a
relation vector is a translation from head to tail. This section will further discuss
the different components required when using a KGE model.

Figure 2.2: Working Principle of a Simple KGE Model(TransE [26]).
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2.2.1 Dataset

KGE model requires data in the form of triples, which is a way of representing
a knowledge graph. These knowledge graphs can be broadly divided into two
main categories: Open knowledge graphs and Enterprise knowledge graphs. As
the name suggests, Open KGs are available online and are free for everyone to ac-
cess, use and modify. The most prominent open KGs are DBpedia [3], YAGO [7],
Freebase [33], and Wikidata [4]. These KG cover multiple domains, representing a
broad diversity of entities and relationships. There are domain-specific open KGs
like OpenCitations [34], SciGraph [35], Microsoft Academic Knowledge Graph [36]
that deal with accumulating and relating academic literature in various disciplines.
Specific organizations curate enterprise knowledge graphs to help them with their
various goals. Notable enterprise KGs are to improve search capabilities [2], [22],
[17], [16], [23]; provide user recommendations [16], [23]; enhance targeted adver-
tising [21] and facilitating research and discovery [37]. Although these KGs can
be diverse, the use case scenario of these KGs follows a certain trend.

2.2.2 Entity/Relation Embedding

The knowledge graph database contains textual data representing real-world enti-
ties. Although, humans understand these text-based data, computers can not. So
these data need to be converted into computer-readable formats, that is, numerical
values (vectors). One easy way to represent KG is to use one-hot vectors. In this
case, each node of the vector is represented by a vector of length |L| · |V | where
|V | is the total number of nodes in the graph, and |L| is the total number of edges.
These vectors contain one at the corresponding index to indicate the existence of
a node or an edge, and the rest is zero. But this representation leads to a large
vector with lots of zeroes (sparse vector) which is detrimental for most machine
learning models.
The knowledge graph embedding techniques aim to create a dense representation
of KG in a continuous and low-dimension vector space that can be used for machine
learning tasks. The dimensionality of the embedding, represented by d is usually
in the range of 50 ≥ d ≥ 1000. Generally, dimension size is directly proportional
to the number of entities and relation in the graph. Each node and edge of the
graph is depicted as a vector of dimension d. These vectors are known as entity
embedding and relation embedding and are represented by e and r, respectively.
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The overall goal of these embeddings is to abstract and preserve latent structures
in the graph.

2.2.3 Score Function

There are many knowledge graph embedding models developed over the past few
years. The most important aspect of these models is the presence of a score
function that measures how distant two nodes are relative to their relation type.
Basically, KGE models targets to embed entities E ∈ {h, r}, and relations R ∈ {r}
into low-dimensional vector space such as h, r, t ∈ Rd. A score function f(h, r, t)

computes the likelihood of the triple (h, r, t) being true. Triplets with higher scores
are more likely to be the true triples. Next, the state-of-the-art KGE models that
are considered for evaluation in this thesis are briefly explained.

TransE [26] is one of the very early KGE models. TransE views relations as trans-
lations from a head entity to a tail entity on the same low-dimensional hyperplane.
It computes the similarity between the embedding of the head h translated by the
embedding of the relation r and the embedding of the tail t using the L1 or L2

norm ‖ · ‖ i.e. h + r ≈ t for each true triples (h, r, t). TransE score function can
be denoted as:

fr(h, t) = ‖h + r− t‖Ln (2.1)

ComplEx [38] introduced complex embedding into the domain of knowledge rep-
resentation. This model considers the similarity of latent representations of posi-
tive and negative facts to decide their plausibility. It defines its score function as
the real part of the Hermitian dot product of complex embeddings in which t̄ is
the conjugate of the vector tail t.

fr(h, t) = Re(< r,h, t >) (2.2)

RotatE [25] extends the notion of translation to rotation in a complex vector
space. This model projects the entities and relations in a complex vector space
i.e. h, r, t ∈ Cd; and relation r is interpreted as a rotation from the head entity h

to the tail entity t. The score function of RotatE is:

fr(h, t) = −‖h ◦ r− t‖ (2.3)
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where ◦ is Hadamard product (element-wise product).

MurE [39] is the Euclidean counterpart of a hyperbolic interaction model capable
of effectively modeling hierarchies in KG. Its interaction model involves a score
function:

f(h, r, t) = −‖Rh− t + r‖22 + bh + bt (2.4)

where the head entity is transformed by the diagonal matrix R ∈ Rd×d and the
tail entity by the relation r. bh and bt represent scalar offsets.

5?E [10] model efficitevely deals with embedding KGs with complex motifs in
subgraphs, especially when multiple structures exist in a neighborhood. It uses
projective transformations which include simultaneous transformations covering:
translation, rotation, homothety, reflection, and inversion and is the foundation
of this model. The correctness of the triple is the similarity 〈hr, t〉 between the
relation-specific transformed head hr and tail t. The model aims to minimize the
angle between hr and t. The score function of 5?E is:

fr(h, t) = Re
(〈
hr, t

〉)
(2.5)

where Re(x) is the real part of the complex number x.

Trans4E [11] utilizes hyper-complex representation and models relations as ro-
tations in quaternion space Hd. This enables rotation in four-dimensional space
and have more degree of freedom than rotation in the complex plane. Another
advantage of this is that latent inter-dependencies (between all components) are
aptly captured with the Hamilton product, encouraging a more compact interac-
tion between entities and relations. The score function of Trans4E can be defined
as:

f(h, r, t) = −‖hr − ηh ⊗ t‖ (2.6)

where hr = hθr + r and hθr = h ⊗ rθ. ⊗ is an element-wise Hamilton product
between two quaternion vectors. ηh ∈ Hd is a mapping regularizer. Furthermore,
the Hamiltonian product between r and h = ah+ bhi + chj + dhk is computed as:

hθr = h⊗ rθ := (ah ◦ p− bh ◦ q − ch ◦ u− dh ◦ v)

+ (ah ◦ q + bh ◦ p+ ch ◦ v − dh ◦ u) i

+ (ah ◦ u− bh ◦ v + ch ◦ p+ dh ◦ q) j

+ (ah ◦ v + bh ◦ u− ch ◦ q + dh ◦ p)k

(2.7)
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ConvE [27] is the first model for KG completion to use the convolutional neural
network (CNN) framework. This model concatenates subject and predicate em-
beddings vectors into an image (a matrix form), then it uses a 2D convolutional
pipeline to transform this matrix into a vector and computes its interaction with
the object entity embeddings to generate a corresponding score. ConvE defines
the following scoring function:

fr(h, t) = f
(
vec
(
f
([
h; r
]
∗ ω
))

W
)
t (2.8)

where h and r denote a 2D reshaping of h and r, respectively: if h, r ∈ Rk, then
h, r ∈ Rkw×kh , where k = kwkh. ω denotes convolution filter.

TuckER [40] uses Tucker decomposition [41] [42] for link prediction on the binary
tensor representation of a knowledge graph. Score function of TuckER is given as:

f (h, r, t) = W ×1 h×2 r×3 t (2.9)

where the core tensor W ∈ Rde×dr×de is a global trainable weight, and ×i denotes
the tensor-vector product along the i-th mode. Here de and dr represents the
number of entities and relation respectively.

2.2.4 Loss Function

Model-dependent score function computes the score for a true/positive triple, after
which a loss function updates the embeddings, where the objective is to maximize
the score of positive triples and minimize the score of negative triples. Knowledge
graph embedding models traditionally use ranking loss approaches like pairwise
and pointwise loss functions as in TransE and ComplEx, respectively to model
their training loss during the learning process. According to [43], loss functions
can be broadly classified into Pointwise, Pairwise, and Setwise loss functions. The
most prominent loss functions present in each category will be discussed in the
coming section.

Pointwise Loss Function compute an independent loss term for each entity
label pair. The pointwise loss function of a set of triples in a batch is defined by
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the arithmetic mean of the pointwise losses over each triple.

L =
1

|B|
∑

(ti,li)∈B

L (ti, li) (2.10)

where |B| represents the batch size L represent the loss function, ti is the triple
and li is the label. Square Error Loss and Pointwise Hinge Loss which falls into
this category of loss fiunction will be discussed briefly.

Square Error Loss aims to minimize the square difference between the predicted
scores and the expected output.

L (ti, li) =
1

2
(f (ti)− li)2 (2.11)

where f (ti) represents the score function. The square part in the loss function
ensures that outliers are penalized heavily; therefore, every wrong prediction that
deviates considerably from the labels would significantly impact optimization.

Pointwise Hinge Loss tries to generally minimize the scores of negative facts
and maximize the scores of positive facts to a specific configurable value λ. It can
be defined by the following equation:

L (ti, li) = max
(

0, λ− l̂i · f (ti)
)

(2.12)

where l̂i is −1 if ti is False, 1 otherwise.

Pairwise Loss Function is applied to a pair of triples - a positive and a
negative one. A negative triple is obtained by corrupting the head or a tail part
of a true triple. The pairwise loss function takes the form:

L =
1

|B|
∑

(t+i ,t
−
i )∈B

L
(
f
(
t−i
)
− f

(
t+i
))

(2.13)

where, t+i is the true/positive triple and t−i represents false/negative triple. These
loss function evaluates the difference in the scores of positive and negative triples
∆ = f

(
t−i
)
− f

(
t+i
)
rather than their absolute score.

Pairwise Hinge Loss objective is to maximize the difference between a positive
score (calculated from a positive triple) and a negative score (calculated from a
negative triple) by a maximum margin. For this reason, it is also known as margin
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ranking loss.
L(∆) = max(0, λ+ ∆) (2.14)

Pairwise Logistic Loss can be seen as a soft-margin formulation of the pairwise
hinge loss with a margin of zero.

L(∆) = log(1 + exp(∆)) (2.15)

Setwise Loss Function is applied to a set of triples that can be either
positive or negative.

Self-adversarial negative sampling loss or NSSA loss addresses the limitation
that many negative examples are trivial and do not provide helpful information.
Authors of RotatE [25] overcome this limitation by sampling negative samples
according to the scores predicted by the interaction model. The equation below
returns the probabilities which is used to weight the negative triples in the loss
function

p ((h′i, r, t
′
i) | (hi, ri, ti)) =

exp (αf (h′i, r, t
′
i))∑n

j=1 exp
(
αf
(
h′j, r, t

′
j

)) (2.16)

here, (h′i, r, t
′
i) represents the set of negative triples, (hi, ri, ti) represent set of

positive triples, and α ∈ R is a temperature parameter. The loss function for
NSSA loss is defined as:

L = − log(σ(γ + f(h, r, t)))−
N∑
i=1

p ((h′, r, t′)) · log (σ (− (γ + f (h′i, r, t
′
i))) (2.17)

Binary Cross-Entropy Loss was proposed alongwith the ConvE [27] model.
This loss function uses the complete set of entities to train each positive triple.
For a positive triple (h, r, t), all triples (h, r, t′) with t′ ∈ E and t′ 6= t is considered
false triples. The BCE loss can be defined as follows:

LBCE
hrt = − 1

N

∑
i

(lhrt · log (fr(h, t)) + (1− lhrt) · log (1− fr(h, t′)) (2.18)

where lhrt is the true label of triple (h, r, t) and fr(h, t) is the score function.
Although 1-N scoring i.e. scoring against all other entities, comes at increased
computational cost, it compensates for this with greatly increased convergence
speed [27].



Chapter 3

AIDA: Scholarly Knowledge Graph

In recent years, there has been a surge in academic papers published across multiple
domains. Figure 3.1 shows the growth in the number of published articles over
time. There is a decline in the number of papers after 2014, probably due to

Figure 3.1: The number of papers published over time [44]

missing papers in the Microsoft Academic Graph dataset [45], which was released
in 2016. This never-ending growth has led to a plethora of challenges, such as
articles visualization and recommendation, citation recommendation, and Author
Name Disambiguation (AND) [46]. Almost all articles are published online in
pdf format or published online in textual form, which is not machine-readable.

16
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This makes utilizing the metadata of these articles unusable for processing using
computers. Scholarly Knowledge Graphs(SKGs) extract this information and store
them in the format of triples which machines can easily use for various purposes.

Microsoft Academic Graph(MAG) is a heterogeneous graph that contains meta-
data for about 250 million records. These metadata provide information about
citations, authors, institutions, affiliations, and fields of study. Semantic Scholar
Open Research Corpus (S2ORC) [47] is another SKG that contains metadata for
81.1 million academic papers published in English. This SKG aims at promoting
NLP tasks such as text mining in academic papers. Some other examples of SKGs
are OpenCitations [48] which includes 55M publications and 655M citations, Sco-
pus [49] curated by Elsevier that includes around 70M publications, and AMiner
[50] which consists of metadata of over 200M publications generated via extracting
and mining scholarly social networks from the Web and digital libraries [51].

Even though these datasets are very extensive, they suffer from the drawback
of KGs: missing links and incompleteness. Some authors might not have their
affiliation information; some papers might have missing references, or different
author IDs might belong to the same author are a few of the known issues with
these SKGs.

This chapter will introduce a new scholarly knowledge graph, AIDA-8. The details
of the source of this dataset, the steps behind the creation, and some dataset
statistics are presented in this chapter. An early step in utilizing the knowledge
graph embedding model is to feed suitable data into them. As discussed in the
previous chapter, triple-based representation is what KGE models are made for.
Since data is available in all kinds of formats and representations, in order to apply
KGEs to any domain-specific knowledge, one needs to use data transformation
and construction of extraction methods. Although the flow and access to the
data have improved recently, the domain of scientific research still lags behind due
to the pdf-based exchange of documents. Data generated in this format is not
machine-readable, making it nearly impossible to produce any analytical results.
This issue is concerning for both the industrial and academic sectors as they rely
upon these data for up-to-date research opportunities. Section 3.1 discusses the
further motivation and idea behind the creation of this dataset. The details of the
pipeline used to create this knowledge graph is introduced in Section 3.2, which
can be generalized for any domain-specific KG creation from JSON representation.
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The following Section 3.3 presents visualization and statistical information related
to the AIDA-8 KG.

3.1 Motivation

There are a vast amount of publications getting published every year. Domains
like academics, health care, telecommunication, computer and IT, and automotive
constantly push their limit. While doing so, they share their work with all other
domains in the form of scientific articles and publications. Sharing and continuous
exchange of this information enable all these parties to expand their knowledge and
business. Although sharing their work might not bring them direct profit, it raises
the profile of a university and organization, which helps them attract more funds
for research. Therefore, for multiple stakeholders, analyzing the information flow
between the industry and the academia, determining which paths have the most
potential, and determining the best strategies for coordinating their efforts is a
crucial challenge [52]. To promote such analysis and research, Academia/Industry
DynAmic (AIDA)1 dataset was released [52] in 2020.

The creation of AIDA was supported by many other existing Knowledge Graphs
and bibliographic corpora like Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG)2 [53], Dimen-
sions3, English DBpedia [3], the Computer Science Ontology [54], and the Global
Research Identifier Database (GRID)4. AIDA catalogs 21 million publications and
8 million patents based on the Computer Science Ontology’s research areas. 5.1
million publications and 5.6 million patents are further classified into 66 industrial
categories (e.g., automotive, financial, energy, and electronics) and a two-level
taxonomy based on the author’s affiliations (academic, industry, or collaborative).
Researchers, governments, companies, and other stakeholders can easily produce
a variety of analytics about the evolution of research topics across academia and
industry and study the characteristics of several industrial sectors, thanks to the
integration of data from a variety of sources into AIDA.

For this thesis, the dataset provided by AIDA, which contains the research pub-
lications in the field of Computer Science5 [55] is used. In this work, a dataset

1http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk/
2https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/microsoft-academic-graph/
3https://www.dimensions.ai/
4https://www.grid.ac/
5http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk/documentation/documentation_v1.1.0.pdf

http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/microsoft-academic-graph/
https://www.dimensions.ai/
https://www.grid.ac/
http://aida.kmi.open.ac.uk/documentation/documentation_v1.1.0.pdf
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AIDA-8 is generated that uses eight relevant relations for our analysis and clus-
tering task. The next section will describe the data extraction pipeline for the
AIDA-8 dataset.

3.2 Pipeline for Creating AIDA-8

The AIDA-8 KG generation process starts from the JSON data extract provided
by the AIDA team. There are three files as part of this dataset, publications.json,
first_hop.json, and second_hop.json. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the relation be-
tween these files. All the JSON files store information about publications in the

Figure 3.2: AIDA File Structure.

form of a JSON object. The first file in the hierarchy, publications.json contains
information on publications authored by 100 pre-selected seed authors. A publica-
tion object includes details of the publication such as identification number, publi-
cation title, abstract text, list of topics, and list of references. Moreover, it includes
information of corresponding authors like author identification number, country, or
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affiliation information during the time of publication. An example of such JSON
formatted publication object is provided in Listing 1. Each object(publication)
in the JSON file has an attribute references that contains the id of the publi-
cation that this publication has referenced. Details of all the publications that
is referenced in publications.json file are present in first_hop.json file. And the
publications referenced in first_hop.json file is detailed in second_hop.json file.
The number of publications in each JSON file increases enormously. Number of
publications in publications.json, first_hop.json, and second_hop.json are 16, 422,
72, 903, and 306, 918 respectively. This work utilizes publications.json file to cre-
ate a KG. Although these three files can be combined to create an even more
comprehensive KG, it is avoided to overcome two major issues:

1. KGE model will take a really long time to train on a large dataset.
2. Using a large dataset to train a model on GPU will require a huge amount

of memory which is not available to us.

As the data in publications.json is stored as JSON objects, a python script is
created to read the file and parse the JSON objects. Python’s out-of-the-box
json module is used to do JSON data related operations. The dataset generation
process is depicted in Figure 3.3. The data present in JSON file is similar to
python dictionary. Python has a wide range of functions to deal with dictionaries,
which will conveniently work with JSON files.

As the first step, the JSON file is loaded using json.load() which will return the
content of the files as a list of dictionaries. To generate the data, we loop through
the list to read all the publications, and then a second loop is used to go through
all the key-value pairs of the dictionary. The key-value pair is converted to a
triple format of (head, relation, tail) where the head is either id of publications or
authors; the relation is specified by key, and the tail entity is the value field. For
instance, one triple that can be generated from the sample JSON object given in
Listing 1 is (2898963873, references, 2785440931) where 2898963873 refers to the
publication ID, references is the relation and 2785440931 points to the publication
ID being referenced. Another example of a triple with an author as the head entity
is (2051028845, nationality, italy) where 2051028845 is the author ID, nationality
is the relation, and italy is the tail entity of the triple. While constructing the
triples, data pre-processing is done to remove the leading and trailing spaces and
convert all text to lower case to avoid duplications. The code snippet shown in
Listing 2 shows a piece of code used to extract the triples from the JSON file.
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Listing 1 JSON Object Sample.

1 {

2 "citationcount": 1,

3 "confname": "aaai 2008",

4 "references": [2081490256,2159005225, ...],

5 "year": "2008-01-01",

6 "topics": ["psychodynamic psychotherapy","clinical practice",

7 "computer science", ...],

8 "papertitle": "panel on artificial agents for psychotherapy",

9 "confseries": "AAAI",

10 "language": ["en"],

11 "abstract": "Computer-assisted psychotherapy represents ...",

12 "conferenceseriesid": 1184914352,

13 "cso_old_enhanced": ["email","computer assisted",

14 "video conferencing", ...],

15 "confplace": "Chicago, IL, USA",

16 "cso_syntactic_topics":["communication","virtual environments",

17 "virtual reality", ...],

18 "urls": ["https://works.bepress.com/eva_hudlicka/7/", ...],

19 "cso_old_annotated": true,

20 "cso_semantic_topics": ["communication","virtual environments", ...],

21 "confseriesname": "National Conference on Artificial Intelligence",

22 "id": 2237613790,

23 "cso_old_semantic": ["email","virtual reality","internet", ...],

24 "cso_enhanced_topics": ["email","multimedia systems", ...],

25 "doi": "",

26 "authors": [

27 {

28 "country": "United States",

29 "affiliation": "Florida International University",

30 "name": "eric f wagner",

31 "id": 2106362640,

32 "gridid": "grid.65456.34",

33 "affiliationid": 19700959,

34 "order": 6

35 }, ...],

36 "cso_annotated": true,

37 "grid_type": {"education": 80.0, "nonprofit": 20.0},

38 "countries": {"united states": 80.0, "portugal": 20.0},

39 "citation_for_year": [{"citationcount": 1, "year": "2014-01-01"}]

40 }
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Listing 2 Code Snippet: Creating Triples from JSON File.

1 import json

2 import io

3 with open('publications.json', 'r') as JSON:

4 json_dict = json.load(JSON)

5

6 rand_file = io.FileIO("publication_triples.txt", 'w')

7 writer = io.BufferedWriter(rand_file, buffer_size=100000000)

8

9 for _publication in json_dict:

10 for _author in _publication['authors']:

11 writer.write(("{}\tauthor\t{}\n"

12 .format(_publication['id'], _author['id']))

13 .encode('utf-8')) #(paper_id, author, author_id)

14

15 if 'affiliationid' in _author:

16 writer.write(("{}\taffiliated_with\t{}\n"

17 .format(_author['id'], _author['affiliationid']))

18 .encode('utf-8')) #(author_id, affiliated_with, affiliationID)

19

20 if 'country' in _author:

21 writer.write(("{}\tnationality\t{}\n"

22 .format(_author['id'], _author['country'].lower().strip()))

23 .encode('utf-8')) #(author_id, nationality, country_name)

24

25 writer.flush()

Only the meaningful information is extracted that can be applied to a KGE model
during the triple data selection process. As mentioned earlier in the previous
section, eight relations are selected to include in the dataset. These relations are
highlighted in the Listing 1. Other information like urls and grid_type are not
selected for this dataset as it won’t add value to the target task. An explanation
of the relations present in the AIDA-8 dataset is described below with an example
taken from the publication object provided in Listing 1:

presented_at: This relation is inferred from conferenceseriesid attribute of the
JSON object. It relates a publication to the conference series where it is presented.
It should be noted that not all publications have this attribute. For example,
journals or articles present in the JSON file do not require this attribute.

(2237613790, presented_at, 1184914352)
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references: Each publication present in the JSON file references some other
publications. This information is stored in the references attribute. The value
of this attribute contains the ID of the paper being referenced.

(2237613790, references, 2081490256)

published_in: This relation relates the publication to its publishing year. This
is represented by year attribute. The format of data for this field in the JSON file
is ’YYYY-01-01’; the date and month part is trimmed when storing this in the
KG.

(2237613790, published_in, 2008)

related_topic: This relation maps the publication to the relevant topics. This
field is taken from MAG’s field of study 6. MAG categorizes each publication into
a field of study following a machine-learned taxonomy. An algorithm detects the
concepts present in each paper and identifies, or "learns" the hierarchy of different
fields of study.

(2237613790, related_topic, clinical practice)

author: The JSON file stores the authors of a publication in authors object. Each
of the authors is assigned a unique ID and other details like country and institution
of affiliation. This relation maps a publication to its author’s ID.

(2237613790, author, 2106362640)

cso_semantic_topic: Attribute cso_semantic_topics contains topics that have
been inferred with the semantic module of the CSO Classifier [55]. The semantic
module is designed to identify semantically related topics to the publication but
may not be explicitly mentioned in the text.

(2237613790, cso_semantic_topic, virtual environments)

nationality: This relation indicates the relation between the author and the
country of affiliation at the time of publishing. The tail entity of these triples is
inferred from country attribute of the author object.

(2106362640, nationality, united states)
6https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/academic/articles/

visualizing-the-topic-hierarchy-on-microsoft-academic/

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/academic/articles/visualizing-the-topic-hierarchy-on-microsoft-academic/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/academic/articles/visualizing-the-topic-hierarchy-on-microsoft-academic/
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affiliated_with: This relation shows the link between an author and their affili-
ation with an institution. Affiliation information is extracted from the affiliationid
attribute of the author object.

(2106362640, affiliated_with, florida international university)

The JSON file is converted to a KG in the form of a tab-separated file, where three
values in a line represent the head, relation, and tail. This file is then subjected
to a data cleaning phase where duplicate triples are removed. The whole pipeline
for creating the triples from JSON file is visualized in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Pipeline for creating the AIDA-8 Dataset.

3.3 Dataset Statistics and Graph Characterises

This section presents visual and statistical insight into the AIDA-8 dataset. One of
the best ways to visualize the knowledge graph is in the form of nodes and edges.
The head and tail parts in triples are the nodes, and the relation represents the
edge or connection between the nodes. To visualize a triples-based KG, publicly
available python libraries can be used. A no-code approach is used for graph
visualization in this work. Cytoscape 7 is used to create two knowledge graph
representations based on the triples extracted from the JSON object shown in
Listing 1. Figure 3.4 shows the details of the authors who authored a publication.
This figure includes the relation author, affiliated_with, and nationality. The next
Figure, 3.5 depicts the details of a paper and include references, published_in,
presented_at, related_topic, and cso_semantic_topics relations.

7https://cytoscape.org/

https://cytoscape.org/
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Figure 3.4: AIDA-8: Details of Authors of a publication.

Figure 3.5: AIDA-8: Details of a publication.

Basic statistics like the number of entities and relation, train, test, validation
dataset size is given in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.6 provides the number of unique entities in the head and tail part of a
triple for each relation.

Knowledge Graphs (KG) allow heterogeneous data to be merged and connected
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Entities 159,867
Relation 8
Unique papers 16,422
Unique Authors 13,888
Triples 653,307
Training Triples 457,314
Validation Triples 97,996
Test Triples 97,997

Table 3.1: AIDA-8 Stats.

Figure 3.6: Number of entities in the head and tail position of a triple per
relation.

despite their differences; yet, they are incomplete by design. There are 13,888
authors referenced in the AIDA-8 dataset, but information about the country of
affiliation is available for only 8,691 authors.
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Figure 3.7: Sub Graph representing the Author-Country relation.

Figure 3.7 represents the connection between authors and their country of affil-
iation. The graph highlights the top 10 countries among the 75 countries with
the most number of authors affiliated with them. It should be noted that an
author can be affiliated with more than one country. The graph doesn’t show
authors without affiliation detail. Approximately 40% of the authors (for whom
the dataset has affiliation details) are affiliated with the top three countries: the
United States, Germany, and Italy.
Similarly, among 16,422 publications, 12,800 publications have information on the
references, 8,444 publications have information about the conference name, and
16,195 publications have details of CSO semantic topics.



Chapter 4

KGEdigm Buster: Breaking Paradigm

This chapter focuses on the experimental setup and the tools used for analysis and
evaluation of KGE models. Section 4.1 gives a brief introduction to the different
environments where models were trained. This section also provides the details
of the job scheduling methods and basic code snippets used while experimenting.
The following Section 4.2 will describe different frameworks used throughout this
work and provide an overview of different techniques used for training the models.
Additional focus is given to PyKeen1 as it provides an extensive range of function-
ality for KGE models. Next Section 4.3 gives a glimpse of the experiment pipeline.
In this chapter, the flow of data is outlined as it passes through different frame-
works/models and hyperparameters that impact the final result of the evaluation.
Details of various clustering techniques are also discussed in this section. Statistics
related to the experiments, like time consumed by the different frameworks and
the average time taken by each model to train, is provided in Section 4.4.

Experiment, in the context of Machine learning, usually follows a certain regime,
i.e., creating a dataset, evaluating different models, and tuning hyperparameters.
Although it sounds really simple and straightforward on paper, it is challenging
because of sheer number of variables and artifacts that need to be tracked carefully.
Many things like hyperparameters, training algorithms, codebase, training jobs,
evaluation results, and checkpoints need to be taken care of during experiments.
This chapter discusses these topics in detail.

1https://pykeen.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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https://pykeen.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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4.1 Experiment Environment

In this modern era, there is no shortage of high-performing machines. Although
when it comes to training the KGE model, these high-performance machines may
not be sufficient to cater to the need. There are multiple stages in the training
process, which require a varied range of processing power and access to code at
the runtime for debugging. This section will compare and discuss three different
experiment environments: local machine, Google Colab2, and HPC server3, where
parts of the experiment were performed.

4.1.1 Local Machine

The first step in the machine learning experiment is preparing the dataset. Pro-
cessing KGs is not as resource intensive as training the KGE model, but this
requires access to the code for easy debugging and quick access to the results.
The next step in the pipeline for KGE model training is preparing/analyzing the
framework. A framework is a set of libraries designed to efficiently train, evaluate,
and hyperparameter optimization of KGE models. A local machine with entry-
level GPU can be used to train a KGE model on a smaller dataset. But as the
model complexity increases or the dataset size grow, these local machines will not
be enough to complete the training. Having a high-end GPU is useful and can be
used to train heavy models. Still, it is not advisable to do so as these training
processes can sometimes run for days, and the personal machines are not designed
to run at full load for long hours. Local machine is also used for additional tasks,
such as:

• Analyzing Knowledge graph using Cytoscape and Gephi.

• Creating visuals and graphs

• Running clustering algorithms on the trained embeddings
2https://colab.research.google.com/
3https://doc.zih.tu-dresden.de/

https://colab.research.google.com/
https://doc.zih.tu-dresden.de/
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4.1.2 Google Colab

Google Colab is a cloud-based Jupyter Notebook environment that allows users
to run python code and access GPU for free. Users don’t need to set up anything
as it comes with commonly used libraries for machine learning like PyTorch and
Tensorflow preinstalled. Users can also install any missing packages using python’s
package manager: !pip install pykeen. One can manually upload the data and
code to the colab virtual machine or attach Google Drive as a folder and read and
write the output directly to the Google Drive. Google colab can easily process
the data as Jupyter notebook makes it really easy to identify and debug the code.
It is also suitable for training light models. It is to be noted that Google Colab
restricts users from running the code for no more than 12 hours. As part of this
thesis, Google Colab Pro is used, which provides the runtime for 24 hours and
much more system memory compared to free version of Google Colab.

4.1.3 HPC Cluster

HPC cluster or High Performance Computing cluster is the integration of various
computing units and network devices that work together to achieve much higher
performance compared to personal computers. As part of this thesis, approxi-
mately 400 experiments were executed. Running these experiments is not possible
on the local machine or Google Colab because of resource or runtime limitations.
HPC system from the center for information services and high-performance com-
puting (ZIH) of the Dresden University of Technology(TUD) is used for this thesis.
This system provides an optimal environment for big data analytics and machine
learning research. HPC cluster requires the creation of a virtual environment by
the user as per their requirement. HPC cluster is suitable for running scripts that
require a lot of resources and computational time. Unlike the local machine and
Google colab, users cannot interact directly with the hardware resources. To run
any experiment, a user needs to create a job file that contains all the necessary
information for the batch system to queue and prioritize the job based on its re-
source requirements. This job file then gets submitted to a compute node where
the actual computation occurs. The batch system used in the ZIH HPC is SLRUM
[56]. ZIH HPC allows a job to run for a maximum of 7 days; this is called walltime.
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Logging in: A TUD account is required to access the HPC cluster, which is
requested from a supervisor and is created by the HPC support team. Logging in
to the HPC cluster requires users to be connected to the university’s local network.
For remote users, this can be achieved by using a VPN connection.

Workspaces: To use the HPC system, users are required to allocate a workspace,
a special directory between the user’s directory and the compute nodes, which is
accessible by compute nodes. The following command should be used for allocating
a workspace:

ws_allocate -F scratch -r 10 -m name.lastname@tu-dresden.de Name 100

Here, Name refers to the unique name of the workspace, and 100 refers to the
number of days for which this workspace needs to be allocated. Upon expiration,
it is possible to extend the lifetime of the scratch workspace up to 10 times. Once
the workspace has reached its expiration date, it gets moved to a hidden directory
and enters a grace period. Once the grace period ends, the workspace is deleted
permanently. Command to extend the lifetime of a workspace is:

ws_extend -F scratch name-of-workspace 100

Copying data to and from HPC: Once the workspace is allocated, users can
copy the codes and data using either command-line or GUI-based file transfer. It
is advisable to use the GUI-based method as it is easy to set up and use. The
GUI-based method uses SFTP to access the HPC server. SFTP stands for Secure
File Transfer Protocol and is a secure way to transfer files between machines using
an encrypted SSH connection. A workspace can be easily mounted as a folder
on an Ubuntu-based operating system or as a drive on Windows machines. The
procedure to add an SFTP folder on Ubuntu is illustrated below:

• Connect to the university’s local network using VPN. User must connect to
the VPN network to be able to access the HPC server.

• In the default File explorer of Ubuntu, enter sftp://taurus.hrsk.tu-dresden.de/
in the address bar titled ’Connect to Server’; and click on ’Connect’.
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Figure 4.1: Connection bar for adding SFTP folder.

• Fill in the detail of the server in the dialog box.

Figure 4.2: Server details Dialog Box.

• Once successfully added, the folder with the name taurus.hrsk.tu-dresden.de/
will appear on the left sidebar.

Figure 4.3: HPC Server can be accessed from a folder.

After adding the SFTP folder, the user can read from and write to the HCP server
as if it is part of the local system.
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Listing 3 An example of HPC Job File..

1 #!/bin/bash
2 #SBATCH --time=72:00:00 # walltime in hours
3 #SBATCH --nodes=3 # number of nodes
4 #SBATCH --gres=gpu:1 #number of gpus
5 #SBATCH --ntasks=1 # limit to one node
6 #SBATCH --cpus-per-task=4 # number of processor cores
7 #SBATCH --mem-per-cpu=3078M # memory per CPU core
8 #SBATCH -J "FiveStarE_benchmark_" # job name
9 #SBATCH -o FiveStarE_benchmark_%j.out #logfile name

10 #SBATCH --mail-user=abishek.kumar@mailbox.tu-dresden.de # email
11 address for job status notification
12 #SBATCH --mail-type=BEGIN,END,FAIL,REQUEUE,TIME_LIMIT,
13 TIME_LIMIT_90
14 #SBATCH -A p_ml_nimi #project name
15 #SBATCH --array=1-9 #total number of jobs
16

17 srun $(head -n $SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID command_list.txt | tail -n 1)
18 exit 0

Submitting a job: After cloning the codes, the user can trigger the script using a
job. A job file contains all necessary information for SLURM to allocate dedicated
resources to the job. While submitting the job in HPC, it is advisable to submit
them as a job array rather than having multiple jobs for multiple scripts. This
helps to significantly reduce the load on the SLRUM controller and thus allows
other HPC users to work in interactive job sessions. An example of an array job file
is demonstrated in Listing 3. The highlighted line in the Listing 3 informs SLRUM
that there is a commands_list.txt file that comprises of all running commands.
The file command_list.txt contains all the commands that need to be executed,
and a new line separates each command. An example of a command_list.txt file
is presented in Listing 4. After creating the job file and command list, the user
can trigger the job using sbatch job_file.sh.

Job Monitoring: TUD-HPC system provides two ways to monitor a job. Users
can monitor the job from the command line as well as using self service web
portal [57]. The SLRUM command sacct provides job statistics like job run
status, memory usage, CPU time, energy usage, etc. Users can also log in to
the self-service portal to get detailed information like time and energy-consuming,
memory usage, and other information in the form of diagrams and detailed views
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Listing 4 An example of command_list.txt File.

1 python -u ./kbc/learn.py --dataset publications --model FiveStarE
2 --rank 25 --optimizer Adagrad --learning_rate 0.01
3 --batch_size 512 --regularizer N3 --max_epochs 80
4 --valid 10 --save_path FiveStarE_25
5 python -u ./kbc/learn.py --dataset publications --model FiveStarE
6 --rank 50 --optimizer Adagrad --learning_rate 0.01
7 --batch_size 512 --regularizer N3 --max_epochs 80
8 --valid 10 --save_path FiveStarE_50

Figure 4.4: Job monitoring graph from self service portal.

for further observation. Figure 4.4 presents an example of the graph from the HPC
self service portal.

Local Machine Google Colab Pro HPC Cluster

CPU AMD Ryzen 7 5800h @ 3.2GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.30GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.50GHz

GPU Nvidia RTX 3070 Mobile Nvidia K80, T4, and P100 Nvidia K80

GPU Memory 8GB Upto 16GB 12GB

RAM 64GB 32GB On-demand (2.67 GB per core)

Maximum Run-

time
Limited by Thermal Throttling 24 hrs. 7 days

Use case sce-

nario for this

thesis

Data preparation and Testing Framework Testing Framework Ablation Study and training models

Table 4.1: Comparison of different systems used for this thesis.

Table 4.1 provides the summary of the systems used throughout this thesis.

4.2 KGE Framework

Python-based KGE framework is a collection of packages and modules which al-
low users to generate knowledge graph embeddings while abstracting away the
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implementational details of the models, training loop, and evaluation. Users can
directly use these frameworks to train and evaluate the models without under-
standing the details of the code structure. None of the available KGE frameworks
will provide the implementation of all the KGE models. For this reason, three
different frameworks are used: Pykeen4 [58], TransQuatE5 [11], and KBC6 [10].
Next, we will discuss these frameworks and how we have utilized these for our
work.

4.2.1 PyKeen

PyKeen is probably one of the most comprehensive open-source KGE frameworks.
At the time of writing, there are 42 KGE models available as part of PyKeen.
PyKeen also provides lots of Open Source datasets as classes for seamless integra-
tion with the rest of the module. There are 34 datasets integrated into PyKeen.
Users can also choose different optimizers, loss functions, regularizers, early stop-
ping mechanisms, and evaluation metrics as per their requirements. PyKeen also
provides an easy way for researchers to test their scoring function and use custom
datasets. One such example of using a custom dataset is provided in Listing 9.

The easiest way to train and evaluate a model is pykeen.pipeline.pipeline()
function. This function allows users to provide training details like model name,
dataset, loss function, device (GPU or CPU), train and test batch size, the number
of epoch models should train, embedding dimension for entities and relations, and
many other hyperparameters. Listing 5 provides such an example that is used for
this thesis. The highlighted line in the listing demonstrates how a custom dataset,
as 3-column TSV files, can be used for training models.

Given that training a model is the core component of an experiment, there are
many scenarios where just one training is insufficient to determine the final result.
In this work, where a new KG is prepared, we need to evaluate how well different
models can learn the latent representation of this graph. A straightforward way to
achieve this is to create pipelines for each model. But other factors will impact the
model’s performance, like loss function. Multiple pipelines can be created with the

4https://github.com/pykeen/pykeen
5https://github.com/gokcemuge/EKAW-TransQuatEReg
6https://github.com/mojtabanayyeri/5-StartE/tree/5-StarE

https://github.com/pykeen/pykeen
https://github.com/gokcemuge/EKAW-TransQuatEReg
https://github.com/mojtabanayyeri/5-StartE/tree/5-StarE
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Listing 5 Code Snippet: Training a model using PyKeen’s Pipeline function.

1 from pykeen.pipeline import pipeline
2 from pykeen.triples import TriplesFactory
3 data_path = './data/'
4 dataset_name = 'publications'
5 train_data_path = data_path + dataset_name + '/train'
6 test_data_path = data_path + dataset_name + '/test'
7 val_data_path = data_path + dataset_name + '/valid'
8 ent_id_path = data_path + dataset_name + '/entity_to_id'
9 relation_id_path = data_path + dataset_name + '/relation_to_id'

10 with open(ent_id_path) as f:
11 ent_to_id = dict(filter(None, csv.reader(f, delimiter='\t')))
12 with open(relation_id_path) as f:
13 rel_to_id = dict(filter(None, csv.reader(f, delimiter='\t')))
14 train_data = TriplesFactory.from_path(
15 train_data_path,
16 entity_to_id=ent_to_id,
17 relation_to_id=rel_to_id)
18 test_data = TriplesFactory.from_path(
19 test_data_path,
20 entity_to_id=ent_to_id,
21 relation_to_id=rel_to_id)
22 valid_data = TriplesFactory.from_path(
23 val_data_path,
24 entity_to_id=ent_to_id,
25 relation_to_id=rel_to_id)
26 result = pipeline(
27 training=train_data,
28 testing=test_data,
29 validation = valid_data,
30 model='TransE',
31 loss = 'NSSA',
32 model_kwargs=dict(embedding_dim=200),
33 device='gpu',
34 random_seed=1,
35 training_kwargs=dict(num_epochs=400,
36 checkpoint_name= 'checkpoint.pt',
37 checkpoint_directory='/results/',
38 checkpoint_frequency=5,
39 use_tqdm=True),
40 optimizer= 'adam',
41 optimizer_kwargs = dict(lr=0.001),
42 negative_sampler='basic',
43 result_tracker='csv',
44 result_tracker_kwargs=dict(
45 path= '/results/result_track.csv',
46 ),
47 training_loop= 'sLCWA',
48 training_loop_kwargs=dict(
49 automatic_memory_optimization=True,
50 ),
51 )
52 result.save_to_directory('/results/')
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permutation of different models, loss functions, optimizers, and other hyperparam-
eters, but that will create thousands of pipelines. To overcome this issue, PyKeen
provides an ablation study function: pykeen.ablation.ablation_pipeline().
An ablation study is a set of experiments in which components of a machine
learning system are removed/replaced to measure the impact of these components
on the system’s performance. In the context of knowledge graph embedding mod-
els, typical ablation studies involve investigating different loss functions, training
approaches, negative samplers, and the explicit modeling of inverse relations7.
Listing 6 presents a sample script to run an ablation study that tests for the
best hyperparameters for the TransE model when trained on the AIDA-8 dataset.
For this thesis, PyKeen is used to train and evaluate TransE, RotatE, TuckEr,
ComplEx, MuRE, and ConvE models.

4.2.2 TransQuatE Framework

The TransQuatE framework is developed and used by the authors of the Trans4E
model. This framework re-implemented the models like RotatE, pRotatE [25],
TransE, ComplEx, and DistMult [59]. As part of their original work, the authors
have implemented Trans4E and two regularized versions of this model. This frame-
work is quite efficient, which can train a large KGE model within a few hours on
a single GPU. Even though this framework is ready to use, few changes like swap-
ping the key-value pair while reading the entity_to_id and relation_to_id files
were made. Some minor changes were required to get the recommendation results
during the evaluation process. The command in Listing 7 gives a demonstration
of training a RotatE model on the AIDA-8 dataset.

4.2.3 KBC framework

This framework is forked from the Facebook Knowledge Base Completion repos-
itory8. The score functions of CP [60], ComplEx, and 5?E are developed on this
framework. Following two changes were made to this framework to fulfill the
functionality required for this thesis:

7https://pykeen.readthedocs.io/en/stable/tutorial/running_ablation.html
8https://github.com/facebookresearch/kbc

https://pykeen.readthedocs.io/en/stable/tutorial/running_ablation.html
https://github.com/facebookresearch/kbc
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Listing 6 Code Snippet: Running Ablation Study.

1 import pykeen.utils
2 from pykeen.ablation import ablation_pipeline
3 from pykeen.triples import TriplesFactory
4 data_path = './data/'
5 dataset_name = 'publications'
6 train_data_path = data_path + dataset_name + '/train'
7 test_data_path = data_path + dataset_name + '/test'
8 val_data_path = data_path + dataset_name + '/valid'
9 datasets = [{

10 "training": train_data_path,
11 "validation": val_data_path,
12 "testing": test_data_path
13 }]
14 ablation_pipeline(
15 models=['TransE'],
16 datasets=datasets,
17 losses=['NSSA', 'CrossEntropyLoss'],
18 training_loops='sLCWA',
19 optimizers=['adam', 'adagrad'],
20 model_to_model_kwargs_ranges={"embedding_dim": {
21 "type": "int", "low": 4,
22 "high": 6, "scale": "power_two"}},
23 model_to_training_loop_to_training_kwargs= {"sLCWA": {"num_epochs": 10}},
24 model_to_training_loop_to_training_kwargs_ranges= { "lcwa": {"batch_size": {
25 "type": "int", "low": 7,
26 "high": 9, "scale": "power_two"}}},
27 model_to_optimizer_to_optimizer_kwargs_ranges= {"adam": {
28 "lr": {
29 "type": "float", "low": 0.001,
30 "high": 0.1, "scale": "log"
31 }}},
32 evaluator="RankBasedEvaluator",
33 create_inverse_triples=True,
34 directory='./pykeen_ablation_results/',
35 n_trials=50,
36 timeout=86400,
37 metric="hits@10",
38 direction="maximize",
39 sampler="random",
40 save_artifacts=False,
41 best_replicates=1,
42 pruner="nop",
43 stopper="early",
44 stopper_kwargs={
45 "frequency": 10, "patience": 5,
46 "relative_delta": 0.002, "metric": "hits@10",
47 })
48 result.save_to_directory('/results/')
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Listing 7 Command to train RotatE model on AIDA-8 dataset using TransQuatE
framework.

1 python -u codes/run.py --do_train \
2 --cuda \
3 --do_valid \
4 --do_test \
5 --data_path data/publications\
6 --model RotatE \
7 -n 256 -b 1024 -d 1000 \
8 -g 24.0 -a 1.0 -adv \
9 -lr 0.0001 --max_steps 150000 \

10 -save models/RotatE_FB15k_0 --test_batch_size 16 -de

Listing 8 Command to train 5?E model on AIDA-8 dataset using KBC frame-
work.

1 python kbc/learn.py --dataset datasetName --model FiveStarE
2 --rank dimension --optimizer Adagrad --learning_rate lr
3 --batch_size batchSize --regularizer N3 --reg regularizerValue
4 --max_epochs EpochNumber --valid 50

• 5?E model initialization is slightly modified to reduce the memory consump-
tion by the model. This modification reduced the memory uses by 37%
without compromising the performance.

• A piece of code is added to enable the framework to save the entity embed-
dings, which can be later used for evaluation.

The command listed in 8 demonstrates the uses of this framework to train the 5?E

model on AIDA-8 dataset.

4.3 System Design

As discussed earlier in this section, three different environments and three different
frameworks are used in this thesis. There is a considerable variation in the type of
tasks that should be executed in an environment, and not a single environment is
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Figure 4.5: Pipeline for Training the models.

suitable enough for completing all the tasks. Similarly, each framework is imple-
mented differently. They have different code structures, different functionalities,
and expect different command-line arguments. When it comes to breaking the
paradigm, the evaluation methods implemented in these frameworks are unsuit-
able for this work. Therefore, designing an automatic system that uses multiple
compute environments and different frameworks along with additional evaluation
methods is quite challenging and time-consuming. Despite all the difficulties, it
has been tried to automate as much as possible to reduce the manual effort.

The system pipeline can be divided into two parts: Training the models and
Evaluating the trained models. In the next two sections, we will discuss these
pipelines in detail.

4.3.1 Training the models

Figure 4.6 represents the pipeline for training the model. The first requirement
for the pipeline is a dataset. This pipeline uses the AIDA-8 dataset, which is
described in detail in Chapter 3. For training a KGE model, the dataset needs to
be split into train, test, and validation sets. PyKeen library is used to split the
test, validation, and test data in the ratio of 70:15:15, respectively. This library is
also used to create the entity_to_id and relation_to_id files which will be used
during training the KGE models. The code snippet in Listing 9 shows the uses of
PyKeen to split the AIDA-8 dataset.

Once the train, test, and validation dataset has been generated, these are ready to
be used for training the model. Before training the model, data and code is copied
to the HPC server. A python script is used to generate the training command list
automatically. An example of such script has been provided in Listing 10.
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Listing 9 Code Snippet: Splitting the dataset using PyKeen.

1 from pykeen.triples import TriplesFactory

2 import pandas as pd

3

4 tf = TriplesFactory.from_path('publication_triples.txt')

5 train, test, val = tf.split([.7,.15,.15])

6

7 pd.DataFrame(train.triples).to_csv("train", index=False, sep='\t',

8 encoding='utf-8', header=False )

9 pd.DataFrame(test.triples).to_csv("test", index=False, sep='\t',

10 encoding='utf-8' , header=False)

11 pd.DataFrame(val.triples).to_csv("valid", index=False, sep='\t',

12 encoding='utf-8', header=False )

13

14 with open('entity_to_id', 'w', newline='') as file:

15 writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter='\t')

16 writer.writerows(tf.entity_to_id.items())

17

18 with open('relation_to_id', 'w', newline='') as file:

19 writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter='\t')

20 writer.writerows(tf.relation_to_id.items())

Listing 10 Code Snippet: Generating Command List.

1 from contextlib import redirect_stdout

2 script_name = './kbc/learn.py'

3 model = ['FiveStarE']

4 dim = [25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250]

5 dataset = ['publications']

6 epoch = 400

7 with open('command_list.txt', 'w') as f:

8 with redirect_stdout(f):

9 for _model in model:

10 for _dim in dim:

11 print(f'python -u {script_name}

12 --dataset publications --model FiveStarE

13 --rank {_dim} --optimizer Adagrad

14 --learning_rate 0.01 --batch_size 256

15 --regularizer N3 --max_epochs 400

16 --valid 50 --save_path {_model}_{_dim}')
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Figure 4.6: Pipeline for evaluating the trained models.

Finally, a job file is created and submitted to the SLRUM system. This job file will
read and execute each command from the command_list.txt file. This will initiate
the training process. After the jobs have been triggered, it needs to be monitored
to ensure they have not failed due to errors like CUDA_OUT_OF_MEMORY. If
a job fails, the user can resubmit the job after resolving the issues. While training
the models, the frameworks will save the trained embeddings in the workspace
directory. These saved embeddings are then used while evaluating.

4.3.2 Evaluating the trained models

Embeddings saved as part of the training process are copied to the local system to
initiate the evaluation process. These embeddings are a 2-D array of the dimension
number_of_entities× embedding_dimension. The index of this array corresponds
to the ID of the entity in entity_ti_id file. The embeddings are now loaded into a
DataFrame using pd.DataFrame(np.load('entity_embedding.npy')). The em-
beddings are generated in very high dimensions, so it is not yet suitable for visual-
izing clusters. To reduce the dimension of these embeddings, various dimension re-
ducing techniques like Principal Component Analysis(PCA) [61], Isometric feature
mapping(Isomap) [62], and T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding(t-SNE)
[63] are used. Dimension reducing techniques convert the high dimensional data
into lower dimension data while keeping as much variance in the original dataset as
possible. As these techniques are computationally expensive, all the embeddings
corresponding to the entities which are not relevant for the clustering are filtered
out. For example: when clustering different cso_semantic_topic, entities like au-
thors, years, countries etc. are filtered out. For visualizing the clusters, plotting
the data with the reduced dimension will suffice the need. Still, some cases require
clustering methods like k-Means [64], which aims to partition n observations into
k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean.
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For dimension reduction and clustering tasks, the scikit-learn9 library for python
is used. For plotting the results, Plotly10 library is used. Although matplotlib is
more common and is simpler to use, Plotly is used for its interactivity and elegant
aesthetics, which is really helpful when the manual analysis is required. Users can
customize the graph, enabling them to see any details as they intend to just by
hovering over the points in the graph. In case of really cluttered points, Plotly
also allows the user to zoom in to a particular section of the graph.

4.4 Experiments at a Glance

Apart from the eight models explained in Section 2.2.3, two loss functions, Cross-
entropy and NSSA loss, are used in training the models. Besides these, numerous
hyper-parameters are used for the experiments. Table 5.1 lists all the hyperpa-
rameters used for finding the best configurations for the models.

During this work, a total of 430 jobs were submitted to the HPC cluster. These
jobs triggered a minimum of 1,512 scripts. These numbers could have been a lot
higher, which is approximately 4,536 if we hadn’t used the ablation function of
PyKeen’s framework. PyKeen train models with a much more extensive range of
hyperparameters in a single script and take less time finding the best configuration.
There were also many instances where ablation study jobs submitted to the HPC
cluster failed because the runtime of these scripts exceeded the maximum walltime
allowed by the HPC. In this case, the script is modified to limit the PyKeen to
find the best configuration using a single loss function. Figure 4.7 demonstrates
the average core days taken by each framework to complete an experiment. Core
days refer to the number of days the experiment will take if it runs on a single-core

9https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
10https://plotly.com/python/

Hyperparameters Values
Dimensions [20, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400]
Loss Function [NSSA, Cross Entropy]
Learning Rate [0.001, 0.01]
Negative Sampling Size [10, 20, 30]
Margin [2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25]

Table 4.2: Overview of Hyperparameters.

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
https://plotly.com/python/
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Figure 4.7: Average core days taken by a framework to complete an experi-
ment.

CPU. Because of the ablation study, PyKeen takes a considerably long time to
complete an experiment.



Chapter 5

Evaluation and Results

This chapter will focus on the evaluation of the trained models. Section 5.1 pro-
vides details of the standard evaluation metrics. These metrics are sufficient for
evaluating models on standard benchmarking datasets. However, for this thesis,
the suitability of KGE models for other applications like clustering and recommen-
dation tasks are also evaluated. Section 5.2 presents the evaluation result from
different clustering methodologies. The different clustering use case is also ex-
plored. One such use case, Author Name Disambiguation, is explained in Section
5.2.1.1. The following Section 5.3 delivers the result from the recommendation
task. The last Section 5.4 explores the possible uses of the GUI tool Gephi1.
Here, different datasets are analyzed using a no-code approach, and the results
are presented.

5.1 Standard Evaluation Results

This thesis uses the Hits@1, Hits@3, Hits@10, and Mean Rank(MR) metrics for
standard evaluation. The hits@k describes the fraction of true entities that appear
in the first k entities of the sorted rank list. For example, Hits@10 is the percentage
of the relevant results in the top 10 predictions for the test dataset. The mean
rank represents the average rank of the test triples, i.e.

MR =
1

|Ktest |
∑

t∈Ktest

rank(t) (5.1)

1https://gephi.org/
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Model Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1 MR
ComplEx 0.1264 0.0729 0.0402 10503.68
ConvE 0.3187 0.2040 0.1165 5105.82
MurE 0.2378 0.1574 0.0962 38674.77
RotatE 0.3346 0.2163 0.1303 3353.84
TransE 0.2853 0.1805 0.1000 10496.85
Trans4E 0.3937 0.2429 0.1375 842.11
Trasn4E_Reg 0.3595 0.2203 0.1231 1835.48
TuckER 0.0076 0.0017 0.0006 22399.82
5StarE 0.2885 0.1848 0.1085 3161.77

Table 5.1: Standard Evaluation results for AIDA-8 dataset.

Dataset #Relations %NtoN %Nto1 %1to1 %1toN

WN18 36 0.00 59.65 40.22 0.12
WN18RR 22 0.03 74.59 25.33 0.04
FB15K237 474 4.93 91.26 3.63 0.17
YAGO310 74 57.12 41.10 1.65 0.12
AIDA-8 8 12.5 0.00 25 62.5

Table 5.2: Fraction of relation types in different datasets [65].

where K represents the set of test triples.

Table 5.1 indicates the score of standard metrics from all the models when trained
on the AIDA-8 dataset.

Trans4E and the regularized version of Trans4E delivers the best and second-best
score, respectively. The higher score from Trans4E is because of the capacity of
this model to effectively handle N-M relations with N�M. In the AIDA-8 dataset,
there are relations like published_in and nationality where the number of unique
head entities is much higher than the number of unique tail entities.

These models perform well on the standard benchmark dataset. Recent models
like DiriE [9] scored 96.7 hits@10 on WN18 and 90.6 hits@10 on FB15K. The
most prominent reason that common KGE models fail to perform well on real-
world datasets is the paradigm that the research community has been following
from the beginning of the very first KGE model. The research community tries
to design the model such that it can handle the common patterns like inverse,
symmetric, and composition relations present in the benchmark datasets. Hence
it performs well on the datasets having these relational patterns. AIDA-8, on the
other hand, does not contain any of these patterns.
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Figure 5.1: Average Hits@1,3,10 and Maximum Hits@10 scored by each model.

Table 5.2 summarizes the statistics of the common datasets along with AIDA-8.
N-to-1 and 1-to-1 relation types are most common in the benchmarking datasets,
whereas in AIDA-8, 1-to-N type relation is in the majority. This shows how
different a real-world dataset can be compared to a benchmark dataset.

Figure 5.1 shows the average hits and maximum hits@10 scored by different mod-
els. RotatE model scored well in comparison to Trans4E and its regularized ver-
sion. This is possible because of the useful property of the RotatE, where the
complex conjugate can easily acquire the inverse of a relation. In this way, the
RotatE model treats head and tail entities in a uniform way, which is potentially
useful for efficient 1-N scoring [25]. Although the results obtained from using
AIDA-8 is not good enough to be compared with those obtained from benchmark-
ing datasets, the following sections will still explore the application of the trained
embedding for tasks other than link prediction.
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5.2 Exploring Embedding Models for Clustering

Tasks

This section will provide an insight into the feasibility of KGE models for clustering
tasks. These clustering tasks can be broadly categorized into two parts: Homoge-
nous entities clustering and Heterogenous entities clustering. These clustering
task aims to determine how well these KGE models can generate embeddings for
entities while keeping the semantic similarities.

5.2.1 Homogenous Entities Clustering

This section will evaluate the clustering performance when entities of the same
kind are clustered together. Two clustering tasks are assessed for this purpose:
clustering authors and clustering publications based on their semantic topics. The
results of these evaluations are presented in the following sub-sections.

5.2.1.1 Author Name Disambiguation

Author Name Disambiguation(AND) is one of the most relevant challenges in the
field of Scholarly databases. AND aims to disambiguate different authors with
comparable or similar names. These disambiguations might arise because of the
following reasons:

• Same authors are assigned different IDs in a dataset, making it challenging
to identify if these entities with the same name and different IDs belong to
the same author.

• Using different naming conventions for the names. For example, Mehdi Ali
can appear as M. Ali and Mehdi A. in different publications.

• Spelling errors

• Name transliterations

Disambiguating the author’s name is essential for many downstream applications.
When searching for publications by author’s name, a dataset with disambiguations
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will provide erroneous results. For example, searching for ’John Smith’ in Google
Scholar returns 17 profiles with the same name and approximately 5 million pub-
lications. The only way to distinguish different authors here is to look for the
related publications or affiliations of the authors. In this case, searching for an
author with a unique ID will refine the results to a great extent.

In the AIDA-8 dataset, there are a total of 13,232 unique author’s names. Among
these names, 598 names have two or more IDs associated with it. It is crucial to
assign the same ID to the name belonging to the same author for better search
results. The problem of author ambiguity can be solved manually by looking
through the records and assigning a unique ID to an author. But this is very time-
consuming and impractical for large datasets. This thesis uses trained embeddings
from KGE models to cluster entities that belong to the same author. For this
analysis, ten random author names are selected from the AIDA-8 dataset, that
is associated with three or more unique IDs. Embeddings corresponding to these
entities is then subjected to dimension reduction techniques and are then plotted
for further visual analysis.

Figure 5.2 presents the result of clustering author entities using different dimension
reduction techniques. These results are using the embeddings generated by the
Trans4E model. Among the three dimension reduction techniques used during
this thesis, t-SNE performed the best. It is evident from the figures that t-SNE
forms much dominant and separate clusters. Manual analysis was done to check
if the names in a cluster belong to the same author by searching for the authors
and related publications in Google Scholar. The noise added to the data (circled
in green) was clustered correctly in all three instances. Furthermore, entities with
the name belonging to one author are present in the same cluster. An example of
real-world disambiguation is shown in the orange circle, where four entities with
the same name, ’Yang li’, are present. When searching for the profile of these
authors on Google Scholar, it was found that the ’Yang li’, which falls outside
the cluster, actually is a different author, and the model was able to distinguish
between the authors with the same name very efficiently.

Apart from evaluating the best performing model for AND task, the following
top 3 performing models were also assessed, which are: Trans4E_Reg, RotatE,
and ConvE. Figure 5.3 illustrates the clustering result obtained from above men-
tioned models. A simple visual analysis shows the performance of Trans4E_Reg
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(a) PCA (b) Isomap

(c) t-SNE

Figure 5.2: Author Name Disambiguation using different Dimension Reduc-
tion techniques (Trans4E).

is very identical to the Trans4E model, whereas ConvE and RotatE models did
not maintain the same performance compared to Trans4E.

5.2.1.2 Topic-wise Publications Clustering

This section visualizes the embeddings learned via the Trans4E model to inves-
tigate the distribution of publications entities. For this evaluation, publications
are sampled based on these semantic topic: machine learning, acoustic signals,
cloud computing, natural language processing, fuzzy classification, and bioinfor-
matics. Figure 5.4 illustrates the clustering result. It should be noted that each
publications are linked with multiple semantic topics. For example there are more
publications tagged with machine learning than acoustic signals. Publications re-
lated to more broader topics like machine learning are distributed with a larger
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(a) ConvE (b) RotatE

(c) Trans4E_Reg

Figure 5.3: Performance of ConvE, RotatE, and Trans4E_Reg for Author
Name Disambiguation Task (t-SNE is used for Dimension reduction).

variance, while specific topics like acoustic signals and fuzzy classification are
clustered together. Clustering also reveals clusters of publications related to more
specific topics like multi-agent system, openml, and predictive algorithm.

5.2.2 Heterogeneous Entities Clustering

In spite of the fact that the Trans4E model can cluster together the related entities
very efficiently, the same performance is not seen while clustering the heteroge-
neous entities. Two use cases are evaluated to determine how well KGE models
can semantically relate heterogeneous entities.

The first image in Figure 5.5a illustrates the distribution of publications grouped
by their semantic topics and the authors who appeared the most when searched
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Figure 5.4: Clustering Publications based on Semantic topic.

for these topics. As there are multiple authors for a topic, an average of their
embeddings are taken to represent an author. These embeddings are then sub-
jected to dimension reduction function and then plotted for manual evaluation.
Upon manual analysis, it is found that authors and publications that are clustered
together do not hold any similarities.

A similar approach is used for clustering publications and year entities which is
illustrated in Figure 5.5b. For this clustering task, 1000 cso_semantic_topics are
selected randomly. Manual analysis of the data revealed that the cluster does not
represent the actual trend over the years. For example, topic business intelligence
mostly appears in the publications published during the years 2015-2020, but it is
present in the cluster represented by the year 2005-2009.
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(a) Clustering Publications Topics-wise with respect to related authors.

(b) Distribution of Semantic topics with respect to Years.

Figure 5.5: Heterogeneous Entity Clustering (Trans4E + t-SNE).

5.3 Exploring Embedding Models for Recommen-

dation Tasks

One of the widely used applications of KGE models is link prediction tasks, and
it can be viewed as the foundation for recommendation tasks. In this section, the
possibility of using KGE models for co-author and publications recommendations
have been explored. This is useful for recommendation services such as finding
suitable collaboration partners and recommending relevant papers to read or cite.
The existing approach for author and paper recommendations uses semantic sim-
ilarity and graph clustering techniques [66], [67], [68]. Recently researchers have
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Predicted
Rank

Paper Title

20 a new geometrical bss approach
for non negative sources

22 a model for hypothetical reason-
ing applied to speech recognition

34 unsupervised speaker identifica-
tion using overlaid texts in tv
broadcast

35 evaluation on the aurora 2
database of acoustic models that
are less noise sensitiv

(a) Paper Recommendations

Predicted
Rank

Author

28 isabelle guyon

34 iftikhar ahmad

39 philipp slusallek

41 davide bacciu

42 jesus andresferrer

(b) Co-author Recommenda-
tions

Table 5.3: Recommendation results by Trans4E model for Emmanuel Vincent.

used the KGE models as well for co-author recommendation [69].

The best-performing model, trained on the AIDA-8 dataset, is used to investigate
the ability of the KGE model for recommendation tasks. Emmanuel Vincent 2,
an author who specializes in statistical machine learning for speech and audio, is
selected as the foundation for the experiments of the predicted recommendations.

Recommendation results from the Trans4E model are manually analyzed to find
the most suitable recommendation. Despite the low performance of Trans4E, at
least the top 35 recommendations are closely aligned with the interest of the se-
lected author, and none of these recommendations are part of the training dataset.
The results presented in Table 5.3a contain the list of papers that are recommended
to the author. These recommendations are manually picked to ensure that this
author is not part of the publications.

The same strategy is used for co-author recommendation, and the results are
presented in Table 5.3b. Like papers recommendation, at least the top 50 rec-
ommended co-authors authors are also relevant. Upon manually analyzing the
results, co-authors are recommended based on related/overlapping fields of study
or a mutual co-author. For example, Davide Bacciu and Emmanuel Vincent are
having mutual co-authors and Jesus Andresferrer too specializes in automatic
speech recognition.

2https://scholar.google.fr/citations?user=RpYDOJQAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra

https://scholar.google.fr/citations?user=RpYDOJQAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
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Figure 5.6: Betweenness scores of entities in YAGO dataset.

5.4 Gephi : GUI based approach for KG Analysis

Gephi is an open-source platform for network visualization, manipulation, and
analysis tool. It is available for the most common operating systems: Windows,
Mac OS X, and Linux. There are inbuilt functions in this tool that can quickly
provide the standard stats like clustering coefficient, betweenness, degree, etc. In
this work, these functions are used to analyze the pattern in the AIDA-8 KG and
compare it to some other toy data sets like FB15K and YAGO. As part of this
research, betweenness centrality and the degree of the KGs are analyzed.

Betweenness centrality is a way of detecting the amount of influence a node has
over the flow of information in a graph. It measures how relevant a vertex is for
mediating flows along short paths. Figure 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 illustrates the number of
entities occurring for different betweenness values in YAGO, FB15K and AIDA
dataset respectively. The betweenness score for almost all the entities present in
AIDA-8 is very low. In the case of YAGO and FB15K, many entities have higher
betweenness scores, making overall KG more connected. This could be a potential
reason why the real-world KG created as part of this work is not performing as
good as benchmarking datasets. In a directed knowledge graph, the in-degree of
a node/entity is the number of edges/relations leading into it. The out-degree of
an entity is defined as the number of relations leading away from it. The degree
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Figure 5.7: Betweenness scores of entities in FB15k dataset.

Figure 5.8: Betweenness scores of entities in AIDA-8 dataset.
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Figure 5.9: Out-degree score of entities in AIDA-8 dataset.

Figure 5.10: In-degree score of entities in AIDA-8 dataset.
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Figure 5.11: Average in-degree and out-degree score of different entities types
in AIDA-8 dataset.

of a node is the sum of in-degree and out-degree. Figure 5.9, 5.10 presents the
frequency with which the out-degree and in-degree vary in AIDA-8 dataset. The
data reveals that both in-degree and out-degree are low for most entities. Figure
5.11 presents the detail of the average degree for each entity type. Out of seven
distinct entities type, five of them have 0 out-degree, which means these are the
leaf nodes. Upon further analysis, it is found that approximately 81% of the total
entities present in the AIDA-8 dataset are leaf nodes, which could be another
factor for the low performance.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, a comprehensive study has been done to analyze the performance
of KGE models on a real-world dataset. A scholarly KG, AIDA-8, is created by
extracting data from a JSON file provided by the AIDA team. This real-world
KG is then used to train eight different models available across three different
frameworks. PyKeen, one of the best open-source Knowledge Embedding libraries,
is explored for training the KGE models. HPC cluster is used to train the models
as this is both time and resource-consuming and not suited to do on personal
PCs. One crucial part of this thesis is not following the paradigm of the link
prediction task for evaluating a KGE model. Instead of link prediction, this work
focus on the clustering and recommendation tasks. Although results obtained
from the standard evaluation metrics are not great, the results from clustering
and recommendation tasks are pretty interesting. Looking at the results discussed
in Chapter 6, this chapter tries to answer the research questions raised in Section
1.1.

6.1 Research Questions

In Chapter 1, three researched questions were addressed, which are the foundation
for this thesis. In this section, these questions are highlighted again, and answers
are provided based on the result of the experiments.

59
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Research Question 1: Can we use KGEs directly on any real-world Knowl-
edge graph?

To answer this question, one should understand the process of creating a real-
world dataset. Chapter 3 explains in detail how a real-world can be created from
a JSON file. Although creating a KG is not tricky, extra precautions need to be
taken to ensure the quality of the KG. Knowledge of the domain is one of the most
critical factor which will impact the quality of KG. A clear understanding of the
requirements and use case is also required to ensure all the necessary information
is contained in the KG. Apart from cleaning the data, which includes removing
leading and trailing spaces, identically named distinct entities should be dealt with
by adding either suffix or prefix. Once the dataset is ready in the form of triples,
it is straightforward to use these real-world datasets to train the KGE models.

Research Question 2: Can we still see the ceiling performances when KGE
models are applied to a real-world knowledge graph?

No, we do not see the same ceiling performance from the real-world dataset com-
pared to the benchmarking datasets. The simplest explanation for this answer
lies in how the KGE models are developed. When developing a KGE model, the
research community tries to design the model so that it can learn the common pat-
terns present in the benchmarking datasets. The real-world KGs are much more
complex when compared to the benchmarking KGs. For example, AIDA-8 KG
prepared as part of this work does not have any patterns like inverse, symmetric,
and composition, which are very common across benchmark KGs. AIDA-8 also
contains many 1:N relations, which is not common in other datasets.

Research Question 3: What about not following the paradigm of proving
KGE models on link prediction but other AI downstream tasks?

Chapter 6 is devoted to exploring the usability of KGE models for tasks other
than link prediction. Despite the low performance of KGE models on AIDA-8
datasets, there are some impressive clustering and recommendation results. Clus-
tering evaluation is done on homogeneous and heterogeneous entities. As discussed
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in Section 5.2.1.1, KGE models can be used to disambiguate authors having the
same name. Promising results are observed when different publications formed
clusters based on topics these publications dealt with. This can be useful for an-
alyzing publications that are related to particular topics. Although homogenous
entities clustering gave excellent results, heterogeneous clustering results are not
worth discussing.
Evaluating KGE models for recommendation tasks also provided interesting re-
sults. Recommendation results for co-author returned relevant authors. These
recommendations were based on either mutual co-author or similar research in-
terests. Paper recommendations are also in line with the interest of the sampled
author.

6.2 Future work

This thesis has opened up several pathways for future work. The main focus of this
thesis is to evaluate the feasibility of using KGE models on real-world datasets,
and this thesis concluded that these KGE models would not perform well on real-
world datasets. To support this conclusion, KGE models can be trained on a
few more real-world KGs. The characteristics of the real-world data should be
studied to improve the performance of these KGE models in real-world use case
scenarios. Further work should be done on KGE models, which can learn the
complex patterns present in real-world datasets. One other possible research can
be done for the Author Name Disambiguation task, where some distance-based
clustering techniques can use to automatically distinguish the authors who do not
belong to a cluster of the same name. Additionally, the clustering technique for
heterogeneous entities can be a possible research path.
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